
 

 

 

 

Group Fitness Schedule 

Shut Down Week 1      August 14th-20th  

 

Participants in ALL classes must get a number from the front desk no more than 1 hour before class. Spaces may not 
be saved by a friend. Shaded classes require a fee and registration. This schedule is subject to change. 

 
Schedule subject to change. Last updated 6/22/17. MM= Middle Multi Room; EM=End Multi Room; AC= Activity Center; CR=Cycle 

Room; WC=Wellness Center; OS WP=Outside Weather Permitting- will be cancelled in the event of bad weather.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Monday- 14th  Tuesday- 15th  Wednesday -16th Thursday- 17th  Friday- 18th  Saturday- 19th  
Bootcamp 

5:30-6:30am 
Rotates- Gym 

 Boot Camp 
5:30-6:30am 
Rotates- Gym 

Power Yoga 
5:30-6:30am 

Kim G. 

Boot Camp 
5:30-6:30am 
Rotates -Gym 

 

    Power Pilates 
5:30-6:30am 

Julie W 

Group Cycle- CBC 
7:40-8:25am 

Dana- CR 
Enhance Fitness 
8:00-9:00am 

Cindy 

Zumba 
8:30-9:15am 

Heather 

Enhance Fitness 
8:00-9:00am 

Yesenia 

 Enhance Fitness 
8:00-9:00am 

Terre 

Piyo 
8:30-9:25am 

Amy 

Step 
9:05-9:50am 

Micki 

Cycle/Sculpt 
9:15-10:10am 

Kim K 

Strength Train Together 
9:15-10:15am 

Marenda 

Kickboxing 
9:20-10:10am 

Suzuka 

Strength Train Together 
9:15-10:15am 

Esmeralda 

Group Cycle 
9:30-10:15am 
Rotates- CR 

Pound 
9:55-10:25am 

Zee 

Power Yoga 
9:20-10:15am 

Karen 

Group Cycle 
9:30-10:15am 

Jen B 

Cycle/Sculpt 
9:30-10:15am 

Melissa 

Group Cycle 
9:30-10:15am 

Kim K 

Zumba 
9:30-10:15am 

Ligia 
Group Cycle- CBC 
9:30-10:15am 

Melissa- CR 

Body Shred / Abs 
10:20-11:15am 

Suzuka 

Enhance Fitness 
10:30-11:30am 

Yesenia 

Total Potential Barre 
10:15-11:15am 

Heather 

Enhance Fitness 
10:30-11:30am 

Terre 

 

Enhance Fitness 
10:30-11:30am 

Yesenia 

     

      
 

 Step/Sculpt 
5:00-5:55pm 

Lynn  

    
Sunday – 20th  

Kickboxing 
5:40-6:25pm 

Kristen 

Group Cycle- CBC 
5:30-6:15pm 

Lisa 

Total Potential Barre 
5:30-6:30pm 

Heather 

Step/Sculpt 
5:15-6:10pm 

Micki 

 Pound 
8:00-8:45 
Julie W 

Group Cycle 
6:00-6:45pm 
Kim K- CR   

HIIT 
6:05-6:45pm 

Marenda 

Strength Train Together 
6:35-7:35pm 

Julie M 

Group Cycle 
5:30-6:15pm 

Erin 

 Group Cycle 
9:00-9:45am 

Rotates 
Strength Train Together 

6:30-7:30pm 
Minerva 

HardCore 
6:50-7:20 
Marenda 

Pound 
7:45-8:30pm 

Julie W 

WERQ 
6:20-7:20pm 

Kristen 

 Strength Train Together 
10:00-11:00 

Rotates 
Hatha Yoga 

7:40-8:50pm 
Neeta 

Zumba  
7:30-8:15pm 

Ligia 

 Hatha Yoga 
7:30-8:50pm 

Neeta 

 Classic Barre 
11:10-12:10pm 

Myrria 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CARDIO ATHLETIC CLASSES: Limited choreography, easy to follow classes that range from int. to adv. intensity. 
Boot Camp: For those looking for a challenging workout. You can expect running, plyometrics, cardio and strength drills, 
obstacle courses etc. Any level, can be modified. 
Bodyshred: Jillian Michael’s Bodyshred is a high intensity and endurance based 30- 40 minute circuit work out. Three 
minutes strength, two minutes cardio, one minute abs in each circuit. Int/Adv – can be modified. 
Cycle & Sculpt: A cycling class that incorporates intervals of strength training. Any level. 
HIIT: You’ll alternate periods of intense anaerobic exercise with recovery periods for max results. Int/Adv level 
Group Cycling: The classes are designed to simulate terrain and situations encountered in actual bike rides including hill 
climbs, sprints and interval training. The instructor uses music and enthusiastic coaching to motivate you to get to the next 
level.  Any level. 
FTP Cycle Test: A 30 minute class that will include a 5 minute warm-up, 5 minute Functional Threshold (FTP) test, and a 
small Cycle class using the test information to better gage your workout. ($5 per test) 
Power Cycle: An intense 30 minute cycle class that will focus on increasing cardio activity level. (5 or 10 Class Punch card 
must be purchased.)  
Group Cycle- Coach By Color- This 45 minute cycle class will focus on cycling through various color levels, while simulating 
various real life rides.  
Total Cardio: This class provides various types of cardio with body weight exercises. May use bands for some exercises.  
Any level. 
Kick Boxing: High intensity cardio class using boxing technique to make it fun and challenging. Int/Adv. Can be modified. 
Classic Barre: Very much like a ballet floor barre class. This class works balance, strength and flexibility and would be 
appropriate for beginner through advanced participants. 
Total Potential Barre: A ballet inspired class that does include more fitness-type exercises. This class focuses on strength 
and endurance as well as balance and flexibility.  This class would be appropriate for intermediate to advanced participants. 
Low Impact Aerobics: A low intensity, easy to follow floor aerobics class. Perfect for beginners, seniors, or persons 
recovering from injuries.  
 
STRENGTH TRAINING CLASSES: Easy to follow classes that follow traditional strength training principles for all fitness 
levels. 
HardCore: A quick class that hits the abs and the low back, balance and core stability! Please warm up before coming!  Any 
level. 
Strength Train Together™: This MOSSA™ barbell class, will sculpt, tone and strengthen your entire body, FAST!  A great 
workout for all levels.  This class includes functional movements that help keep you strong and healthy for daily life. 
EnhanceFitness:  A class that includes cardio, strength, balance and stretching designed for people who are looking for a 
complete, safe workout that can be modified to provide a great workout for individuals with limitations as well as to fit active 
adults.  And its lots of fun!!! 
 
CHOREOGRAPHED CARDIO CLASSES: 
Step & Sculpt: This is a step aerobics class with basic choreography that also includes core work, strength training and 
stretching. Any level – higher level choreography. 
Zumba: This class fuses hypnotic Latin rhythms and easy to follow moves to create a dynamic workout system that will blow 
you away.   
WERQ: This is a fun class that uses popular music to motivate you to dance your way to fitness.  A fusion of exercise and hip 
hop dance. Any level. 
Pound: This is a fun class that uses lightly weighted Ripstix to tone the body using rhythmic drumming. Any Level. Class size 
limited. 
Advanced Step: A step aerobics class that is more choreographed and includes more complex movements.  
 
MIND BODY FITNESS CLASSES: 
Fitness Yoga: This general fitness yoga class is designed for intro and intermediate students. The focus is on improving 
flexibility, strength and balance incorporating vinyasa and hatha yoga with breathing techniques to relieve stress and 
promote spirit-mind-body wellness.   
Hatha Yoga: Yoga has physical, psychological and spiritual benefits. While working on challenging postures, breathing 
exercises and meditation you will improve your strength and flexibility, mental clarity and general wellbeing while controlling 
stress.  
Pilates: A multi-level fitness routine that will increase and create balance between strength and flexibility. You can expect 
longer and leaner muscles, stress relief, improved posture, coordination, balance, flexibility and increased core strength. 
Pilates is not recommended for those with osteoporosis.  
Power Yoga: A powerful vinyasa flow class designed to strengthen the entire body, enhance toning, increase flexibility and 
promote circulation. Intense enough for advanced students and a variety of modifications offered to welcome new students 
looking for a challenge.  
PiYo: PiYo is not like standard Pilates or Yoga.  It speeds things up and introduces you to dynamic flowing sequences that 
can burn serious calories while lengthening and toning your muscles and increasing flexibility.   



 
 


